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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

The Climate Death Spiral Has Nothing To Do With The 
Weather 

 

By Nicholas West 

I think the meme below is the perfect encapsulation of what I’d like             
to discuss regarding the true death spiral that is being ushered in            
by climate change.  
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As you might have guessed, I’m not talking about man-made          
global warming, or weather patterns at all, when referring to          
climate change – that debate still needs to be resolved by climate            
scientists. I do suspect, though, that the complexities of human          
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activity coupled with infinitely more complex cosmic influences will         
ensure that the debate can never be resolved. Or to cite the            
IPCC’s own words: 

The climate system is a coupled non-linear chaotic system,         
and therefore the long-term prediction of future exact        
climate states is not possible. Rather the focus must be          
upon the prediction of the probability distribution of the         
system’s future possible states by the generation of        
ensembles of model solutions. —IPCC Climate Change       
2001: The Scientific Basis’ 

Nevertheless, we have seen many spokespeople come and go         
with their version of concrete certainty about the doom that awaits           
both the planet and all species which reside here if we don’t            
forego our evil human ways. But we have never seen such           
hectoring – and such emotion – as what we have witnessed from            
Greta Thunberg. Now, I’m not going to engage in ad hominem           
attacks; I don’t know her motivations, and I’m not interested in her            
mental state. But so long as globalist institutions such as the           
United Nations are going to give the stage to 16 year olds to             
lecture us about the threat of economic progress like some          
green-shirted revival of past authoritarian movements, we need to         
take the consequences of what Greta is suggesting just as          
seriously. Because I am certain that all but one of the children            
pictured above are in desperate need of economic progress. 

Assuming that all rational people want to live in clean, non-toxic           
surroundings, I think it is worth putting the “problem” aside and           
look at what solutions are being offered and if they are indeed            
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leading to economic progress, more liberty, and a better         
environment for all human beings.  

There certainly has been a major ramp-up of policy changes          
designed to take corrective measures on behalf of the climate, so           
we should be receiving some concrete evidence that we can use           
to judge the claims of politicians and climate change proponents          
to see where this trend is heading. 

California – The Canary in the Coal Mine of Climate Change 

It’s almost difficult to know where to start in California’s history of            
ineptitude with a range of climate-centered government policies.  

Who could forget Solyndra, the child of President Obama’s $80          
billion “clean-tech” program that eventually cost California       
taxpayers $535 million? The entire scandal was later shown to be           
both economically irresponsible and politically corrupt.  

Speaking of solar tech, one of the world’s best independent          
journalists – Sharyl Attkisson – has been devoting a series of           
exposés about California’s impending mandatory solar panel       
program for homeowners starting in 2020. It turns out that the           
promise of free energy from the sun we all share can’t hold up to              
the reality of the programs created by politicians who are          
designing a market that is anything but free.  

As Sharyl reports in “Solar Opposites” there are a multitude of           
problems that will not only cost homeowners more, but will          
actually damage the environment they are claiming to save.  

Thomas Elias is a syndicated columnist who’s covered        
energy issues in California for 50 years. He says mandatory          
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solar panels will add about 10-thousand dollars onto the         
price of a new home — but save costs in the long run. 

Sharyl: What would you say are the good points? 

Elias: Well, the first thing is that the average buyer of a new             
home in California will make money off of this, because while           
that approximately $10,000 would add about 40 bucks a         
month to the average mortgage, it will also save you about           
$80 a month in electric bills. So you'll make $40 a month as             
long as you own the house. 

Over 30 years, an average homeowner will save an         
estimated $19,000 in energy costs, eventually more than        
making up for the added cost of solar panels. 

But here we see our first problem: the panels won’t last nearly            
long enough for homeowners to pocket the hypothetical savings,         
according to California architect Vitus Matare. 

Sharyl: What is the problem or the challenge? 

Matare: Picking a panel that will have longevity and that is           
not a particularly wasteful process that's involved in making         
the panels. 

Sharyl: But to be clear, you are a solar power advocate. 

Matare: Yes. I just don't like the quality of the panels that            
we're getting and the fact that no one bothers to differentiate           
between crummy panels and not quite so crummy panels. 

Some call it the “dirty little secret” of this “clean” energy           
source: from start to finish, solar panels leave a trail of           
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hazardous waste. An Associated Press investigation found       
that over five years, 17 of 41 solar panel manufacturers in           
California produced 46.5 million pounds of sludge and        
contaminated water. 1.4 million pounds of waste was        
transported to nine other states... 

Matare ... showed us where he removed solar panels         
from his own house after less than three years. 

Sharyl: You mean this spot? 

Matare: This spot right here, yes. And this has happened not           
just here, but on a few other houses that I designed, and the             
owners installed panels that did not last. 

Sharyl: Used solar panels are already a global        
environmental threat, according to the pro-nuclear power       
group Environmental Progress. It found that solar panels        
create 300 times more toxic waste per unit of energy than           
nuclear power plants. Households with solar roofs produce        
up to 60 percent more electronic waste than non-solar         
households. 

Matare: I think they will find that many of these panels that            
are installed, they're going to go straight to landfill, and it will            
be a groundwater issue … it's nasty, nasty stuff… 

Despite these demonstrably poor results, there is concern that         
mandatory solar policies will spread to other states before more          
data emerges showing that this coercive solution is not viable, nor           
ethical. 
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Most recently, of course, is the ongoing scandal surrounding         
PG&E and its admission that its faulty infrastructure could lead to           
wildfires. As a consequence, it has publicly stated that rolling          
blackouts will be necessary for at least a decade as a measure to             
prevent future catastrophe. PG&E’s equipment has been       
determined to be outdated despite its customers paying some of          
the highest rates in the country. The wildfires and the outages           
have combined for a horrendous impact on both human lives and           
wallets. Many dozens of lives have been lost due to the fires, and             
other lives may have been lost due to unpowered medical          
equipment. Store closures and rising gas prices have added         
further pain to the situation.  

Incidentally, PG&E has been sued by insurance companies in the          
past for its smart meters causing fires, so apparently it’s not only            
“outdated equipment” that is the issue, as smart meters are also           
part of the new move toward more efficient and resilient energy           
management. 

As noted by Zero Hedge, the unreliable access to power also           
ironically threatens the electric vehicle industry – also touted as          
an environmental savior – as it is kind of a prerequisite to have             
power in order to charge your electric vehicle. 

However, lurking above the somewhat convenient target that        
PG&E has become are the overarching government policies of         
hefty fuel taxes, cap and trade carbon taxes, and onerous          
emission standards that dictate green energy management.  

Between the problems that the government of California has         
created, to their even more disastrous solutions, it is leading          
(again ironically) to an unsustainable economy that is on the          
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verge of total collapse. It can be seen in rising homelessness, the            
nation’s worst poverty rate, as well the rising exodus of the very            
same pool of talent that might be capable of contributing to better            
solutions.  

The state's homeless population has increased by 5.3% from         
2010 to 2018. California is already home to almost half of the            
country's homeless. We have documented, at length, the        
homelessness issues in areas like San Francisco, where the         
epidemic is reaching a fever pitch.  

At the same time, government pension costs are rising         
across the state; faster in California than in the rest of the            
nation. The cost saving measures being put in place to          
offset this problem are degrading the state's education        
system.  

And so, the inevitable has happened: people are leaving         
the state. 
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In fact, a recent paper by economists Joshua Rauh and          
Ryan Shyu found that out-migration of top-bracket       
taxpayers accelerated after the state's 2012 income tax        
hike.  

"Among top-bracket California taxpayers, outward migration      
and behavioral responses by stayers together eroded 45.2%        
of the windfall tax revenues from the reform," the paper's          
abstract says. 

So California can’t even retain its herd of tax cattle, let alone the             
legitimate talent that I would assume is available among these          
high-earners.  

This is the real climate change death spiral that the rest of the             
U.S. and the world should fear: the inability for the most           
productive members of society to contribute free of coercion and          
theft; and anyone unfortunate enough to already be on the edge           
of dissolution to fall into a final state that can lead to the total loss               
of liberty and even one’s life. 

This is hardly acceptable even within a single state like California,           
but so long as there is competition between states, there is at            
least some remedy available. However, when these policies go         
global and become more than mere suggestions through        
imposition of unknown policy changes or final mandatory        
compliance, we are left with nowhere to flee. 

And make no mistake, the policies of California are very much in            
line with what has been framed by the globalist establishment that           
has embraced Agenda 21 and the 2030 Agenda that is set to roll             
out planet-wide. It was reflected in the U.S. Green New Deal that            
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was so devoid of economic reality that it luckily seems to have left             
the headlines. But other subtle policies are set to be handed down            
from on high that very few people are aware of.  

The Global Solutions Machine Behind Climate Change 

 

U.N. 2030 Agenda is “a plan of action for people, planet and prosperity.”  

I have been looking into this issue for nearly 15 years, and even I              
hadn’t heard of The International Maritime Organization and how         
it decided in 2016 to change the requirements for sulphur content           
in shipping fuels. While the larger mechanisms of Agenda 21 and           
the 2030 Agenda require deep study (and I would recommend          
quick primers here and here), in this single little-known story, we           
can digest the crux of the entire issue surrounding the real-world           
impact upon billions of people from a cohort of completely          
disconnected bureaucrats.  
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As reported by the Foundation for Economic Education, the         
decision by this U.N. regulator is set to take effect sometime in            
2020 and will cause price increases and probably lead to fuel           
shortages.  

Like many unaccountable international governmental     
organizations (IGOs), the IMO is hardly noticed by the         
media. But the agency’s 2016 decision to ratchet down sulfur          
content in shipping fuels from 3.5 percent to 0.5 percent has           
received plenty of press and attention from analysts around         
the world… 

In moving away from sulfur, shippers will likely switch en          
masse to alternatives such as gasoil or diesel. That’s not          
good news for refineries, which will face significant        
pressures to ramp up production of these stand-ins.        
Currently, there simply isn’t enough low-sulfur fuel to go         
around, and refineries will need to sharply increase capacity         
and operations in order to keep up… 

Faced with pressures to ramp up production of low-sulfur         
fuel and constrained by ever-expanding regulation,      
refineries will face major hurdles producing the gasoline        
required by billions to get around on a daily basis. And if            
ships can’t get the diesel and gasoil they need to maneuver           
between continents, global trade may suffer to the        
detriment of everybody. IMO Secretary-General Kitack Lim       
admitted as much on October 7, claiming “there might be          
some challenges” for shipping companies on particular       
routes... 
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As Edmund Hughes, the organization’s head of air pollution         
and energy efficiency issues, recently admitted, “Yes there        
will potentially be an increase in the price of fuel oil used by             
shipping,” but he justified IMO policy by claiming “you pay for           
quality in the world.” 

While Hughes’s assertion may be true, asking everyone in         
the world to pay drastically higher fuel and shipping costs          
overnight hardly seems like a practical solution to        
environmental issues. In fact, by creating considerable       
uncertainty about policy enforcement and implementation,      
Columbia University scholars predict that IMO 2020       
regulations could “paradoxically end up slowing down       
what might have otherwise been a more rapid transition         
of the shipping market away from traditional bunker        
fuels.” 

What kind of risk is this to “human prosperity and well-being?”           
How many children will have their lives stolen as the result of this             
policy?  

As it turns out, some economists are predicting a “human tragedy           
of disastrous proportions.” Here is a snapshot compiled from Zero          
Hedge. 

Peter C. Earle, an economist at the American Institute for          
Economic Research on fossil fuels and carbon taxes: “a carbon          
tax and/or forced divestiture from fossil fuels would ultimately         
make the kind of cheap, varied and efficient transportation that          
people around the world are accustomed to extremely expensive         
and more limited." So if you drive to work … the carbon tax could              
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suddenly double or triple the cost of your daily trip, leaving tens of             
millions of people cut off from their livelihoods. 

Dr Pierre Noël, Senior Fellow in Economic and Energy Security at           
the International Institute for Strategic Studies on the rapid forced          
reduction of emission standards: “It supposes to reorient        
consumption and investment choices away from what people and         
businesses would spontaneously do."  

Peter C. Earle regarding the impact upon developing nations: “In          
many once poverty-stricken regions, industrial activities with large        
carbon footprints are what account for major improvements in         
standards of living, longevity, reductions in infant mortality, better         
health care, literacy and increased consumer choice over the last          
few decades."  

Dr. Pierre Noël regarding the impact upon developed countries,         
which we already have seen take shape: "Recently, in France, the           
most violent mass protests in fifty years were triggered by an           
increase in a carbon tax, eventually reversed. A few years ago,           
also in France, a road-charging scheme for lorries had to be           
cancelled just before it went live as small businesses revolted." 
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The End of Competition is the End of Economic Progress 

Eradicating competition is one of the most insidious aspects of          
how government approaches its solutions and why it continuously         
spirals out of control. Government is predicated upon the doctrine          
that it, and its hand-selected cronies, have the mandate to issue           
mandates, operating within a self-reinforcing bubble that is free to          
ignore reality. It is what underpins such disastrous performance in          
nearly everything they touch, especially as the problems become         
more complex to solve, as is the case with climate change. At the             
exact moment when the most input is required, it shuts down the            
necessary cooperation and innovation that forms the bedrock of         
true problem-solving. 

A wonderful article by Raymond C. Niles writing for the American           
Institute for Economic research highlights the folly of those who          
trust government, but distrust those who are closest to the action           
-- namely, real businesses with everything on the line at all times.            
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In speaking of solutions to the PG&E fires, he offers this perfect            
analogy that can be extrapolated across the entire spectrum of          
the climate change debate.  

Imagine a grocery store that has a problem with its freezers.           
Perhaps one weekend, when the store is closed, the (poorly          
maintained) freezer system fails, causing thousands of       
dollars of frozen foods to spoil, and denying its customers          
their normal frozen food options. But instead of fixing the          
freezer, the grocery store simply decides to wall off that          
section of the store. It decides that its “customers” don’t          
need frozen foods. It simply isn’t worth the bother of          
spending thousands of dollars to fix and properly maintain         
the freezer. 

No grocery store would stay in business for very long if it            
pursued such an unprofitable strategy. Its competitors would        
keep their freezers open and the lazy and incompetent         
grocery store would lose its customers to them. Competition         
and the profit motive would actually deter any store from          
pursuing such a disastrous strategy and if they did, those          
same motives would propel its competitors to take away their          
customers. 

Fortunately, people can clearly observe the economic loss and         
the loss of lives resulting from PG&E’s handling of the current           
situation in California. One of the main difficulties with the climate           
change issue is conveying every aspect of how the dominoes fall           
when faulty policies are implemented, such as in the manner of           
the IMO example given above. People will literally starve to death           
because of what seems to be a nominal – and “necessary” –            
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measure to take on behalf of the climate, versus one that clearly            
puts human interests first. 

Closing Thoughts 

Once we come to grips with the anti-human effects on display in            
the suppression of economic progress, it is understandable why         
Vin Armani and others label the calls for further government          
intervention in service to the climate as a “death cult.”  

I’m not sure every member of the climate change movement/cult          
intends for there to be more widespread poverty and death,          
despite the trend toward doing exactly that. Although, just as I           
was finishing this article, it’s been announced that thousands of          
“experts” are actually calling for the death of billions of people           
through radical population control, so I suppose all bets are off.  

Over 11,000 experts from around the world have banded         
together to call for solutions to the 'climate emergency,'         
including population control - which "must be       
stabilized—and, ideally, gradually reduced—within a     
framework that ensures social integrity." – Zero Hedge 

Nevertheless, even a well-meaning ideology that continues to        
forward the notion that humans and their progress are the          
problem is clearly not intellectually honest enough to make         
credible claims to be in the service of humanity. 

It is our job as voluntaryists to continue doing our part to show             
that our fellow humans are not the source of all our ills – it is the                
impetus to manage and control our fellow humans that creates          
the death spiral which all of us should fear the most. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Entrepreneurship More Effective At Achieving Liberty Than       
Politics 

 

By Vin Armani  

When we began Counter Markets, we did so with a vision of            
encouraging those with an entrepreneurial spirit to change the         
world for the better. The voices you hear in this newsletter and the             
people behind the scenes have all arrived at this project on a            
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quest to bring freedom and personal sovereignty to the maximum          
number of people. It’s what we do all day. It’s what we love to do. 

We’ve all, at one time or another, considered ourselves to be           
“activists.” Thankfully, though, we’ve found the means to do good          
in the world through solving problems for others        
(entrepreneurship) instead of demanding that others solve our        
problems (activism). I have found that entrepreneurial activity,        
when executed with proper intent, can positively impact the world          
in a way that no amount of “march in the street activism” ever can              
or will. 

As far back as I can remember I’ve been an activist. Even when I              
was a child, my parents noted that I had a strong sense of justice              
and fairness. In my teen years, this sense often had an outward            
manifestation that appeared to be an aversion to authority. In          
truth, I have always had great respect for authority. Even in my            
rebellious teen years, there were teachers, coaches, and other         
mentors in my life for whom I had great respect. These were            
individuals with a proven track record of hard work and          
achievement. They were, without exception, people who were        
described by peers as “tough, but fair.” For a young man with            
ambition and a strong sense of justice, these were the elders for            
whom I would do just about anything. They demanded respect          
but, in exchange, rained down wisdom on me – wisdom that I            
soaked up like a sponge. On the other hand, I saw the majority of              
the “authority figures” in my life as ignorant and capricious. I           
pushed back against this unearned authority.  

In the mid-’90s, when I was in my early teens, I discovered the             
nascent internet. Although, compared to now, there was a dearth          
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of information online, what information was available only        
exacerbated the information asymmetry between myself and       
those “false authorities.” It was inevitable that such an asymmetry          
would only further my desire to question authority. 

I was in my early 20s on September 11th, 2001. From even            
before the bombs started dropping on Iraq in 2003, I was in the             
streets protesting. I was a part of the throng of marchers on            
Hollywood Blvd on February 15th, 2003. The coordinated global         
protests that weekend have been called “the largest protest event          
in human history.” Yet, despite the involvement of as many as 30            
million people worldwide (including record-breaking crowds in       
several countries), not only did the bombs fall, but most people           
are unaware that the event even happened. The “largest protest          
event in human history” had no real historical impact.  

During the same period, I was running a pirate radio station on            
87.9 FM in Los Angeles. We ran a lean operation of a few             
volunteers and had a tiny bit of income from sponsors. I had            
developed an innovative system for using audio streaming (which         
was only the domain of tech geeks at that time) and a series of              
narrow band links, to route our signal to a remote FM transmitter            
in the Hollywood Hills. Several nights a week, I would head out to             
nightclubs around town, plug my laptop into the sound board and           
their router, and broadcast live DJ sets to a crowd hungry for            
great electronic dance music. Keep in mind, this is still years           
before smartphones or mobile broadband were available. If the         
average Joe wanted live music in his car or home, he still had to              
get it from the radio. 
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Our station, Streets Radio, was an entrepreneurial activity. It was          
also a very hip form of anti-authortarian activism. 87.9 FM was an            
unused frequency. Our broadcast was clean and well-engineered.        
No harm, no foul. It was during one of my live broadcasts, from a              
club night that house legends Roy Davis Jr. and Scott K. used to             
do from Gabah on Melrose, that I was approached by Nathan           
Scott, the operations director of the Pacifica station KPFK (90.7          
FM). He had been struggling to find a way to broadcast live from             
the ongoing marches and other events in Southern California.         
Nathan had heard Scott K. announced from the stage that we           
were broadcasting live of 87.9 FM and had gone out to his car to              
listen for himself. He saw that I had solved a live broadcast            
problem and wanted to know if I could solve it for his station as              
well.  

My business relationship with KPFK lasted for 6 years. During          
that time, I built and maintained KPFK’s streaming media         
architecture and facilitated nearly 100 live broadcasts, bringing        
powerful anti-war and pro-peace voices to the masses (KPFK has          
the most powerful FM transmitter west of the Mississippi). By          
building a business (of which I was the sole employee), I was able             
to have an outsized impact on the politics of my region during            
Bush’s War On Terror. If I marched in the streets I was one voice              
among a sea of voices. As an entrepreneur, my individual actions           
could amplify the most powerful and impactful voices and bring          
them to millions of ears. Entrepreneurs are problem-solvers and         
problem-solvers change the world. 

Activism isn’t free. Even if there was no upfront capital required to            
support people marching in the street, there is still an opportunity           
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cost to the people themselves. Even activists have to eat and           
need a roof over their head. Time spent on the picket line is time              
not spent earning a living. In reality, mounting activist campaigns          
requires significant capital. Most often, this capital is accumulated         
via the donations of sympathetic individuals. KPFK, a non-profit         
activist radio station, spends up to 3 months per year engaged in            
“fund drives,” raising money on-air to fund their operations. Even          
so, the organization is constantly strapped for cash. The money          
has to come from somewhere.  

Follow the money trail and you eventually settle at some          
entrepreneur, somewhere, who is organizing labor and capital in         
the pursuit of profit. It is only entrepreneurial activity that creates           
value and wealth in the economy. On a purely practical level,           
entrepreneurship is a prerequisite for activism. In fact, no one can           
deny that successful entrepreneurs such as George Soros and         
Bill Gates have been incredible forces (for better and for worse) in            
global political activism over the last several decades. 

When I first encountered the concept of Agorism, in the work of            
Samuel Edward Konkin III (SEK3), I was struck by the rationality           
of his thesis. Because all economies are wealth-producing        
engines, and because the power of the State is positively          
correlated to the amount of wealth it can steal from productive           
participants in an economy, an approach of “countereconomics” –         
wealth created in a way that makes state appropriation difficult or           
impossible – is an appropriate means for reducing overall         
violence in a given society and increasing individual liberty. 

Experience has shown me that those people who want liberty and           
sovereignty for their neighbors tend to be good people. Those          
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who seek to control others rarely do so for benign reasons           
(although “protection of the public” is always the stated         
justification). The entrepreneur can play a role in empowering his          
community toward his preferred cause, but the agorist        
entrepreneur, simply by doing business, is performing activism. 

On my first forays to New Hampshire, particularly on my first trip            
to PorcFest, I was struck by how “living liberty” was almost           
exclusively about creating a space for the free market and then           
participating in it. The individuals who were clearly the most          
dedicated to liberty and who were actually making the lives of the            
community better were agorist entrepreneurs. When I moved my         
family to New Hampshire and started attending weekly “liberty         
markets” (private, invite-only farmer’s markets where      
cryptocurrencies are the primary media of exchange) agorism, in         
my life, became a real force. We bought our meat and vegetables            
from local liberty-minded farmers, using Bitcoin Cash. Everything        
from cider to soap was available from members of our community.           
The quality was superior and the taxation and regulation was          
zero. The answer to the question, “who’ll build the roads?”          
became clear as day.  

Most notably, during this powerful demonstration of personal        
sovereignty, no one felt the need to wear their ideology on their            
sleeve. After all, of what use is a mere sign or a chant when you               
are actually living your principles, improving the lives of your          
neighbors, and making a profit all the while? 

Those who have the entrepreneurial spirit are not primarily         
motivated by money. We know that if we truly solve people’s           
problems, profit is the byproduct. In order to sustain our activities,           
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we need to find projects that arouse our passions and motivate us            
to continually work toward growing our business.  

If you are reading this article, I know that you are dedicated to             
bringing more individual sovereignty to more people. That’s my         
own mission. That’s what wakes me up before the crack of dawn            
every day and puts me into gear. That’s what excites me about            
being able to share my experiences with you each month. While           
some people march on the street, yelling in vain for someone else            
to solve their problems, we, with our own hands, are building a            
better world for our children and theirs. 
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WEALTH 

How To Earn Cryptocurrency 

 

By Jeff Paul 

Many Counter Markets readers got their first cryptocurrency in         
order to subscribe to our newsletter at a major discount. Although           
we believe in the future of cryptocurrency and enjoy earning it           
through sales, the discount was primarily designed to force you to           
learn about cryptocurrency by using it. 
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Most of you got your first cryptocurrency by purchasing it with           
government money at an exchange like Coinbase. It is the          
simplest way to get cryptocurrency and begin using it. Once you           
have a basic grasp of how to send funds between addresses, you            
can begin to pursue earning cryptocurrency. 

Earning cryptocurrency is by far the most preferable way to          
acquire it. Earning crypto is much more private than buying it           
through KYC (Know-Your-Customer) compliant exchanges that      
require your bank information, your ID, and facial recognition         
confirmation. Additionally, earning it through commerce or other        
means promotes real-world adoption of the currencies versus        
mere speculation. 

People who earn, spend, AND save (HODL) cryptocurrency are         
the heroes that will deliver more economic freedom to the world.           
Buying and HODLing is the weakest “use” of cryptocurrency,         
though it does serve the purpose of reducing the float (amount of            
crypto available for trading), which plays a role in the price rising.            
Saving part of what you earn is always wise, and saving in            
cryptocurrency could result in life-changing wealth. But first you         
must earn it… 

There are many ways to earn cryptocurrency even if you do not            
have products or services to sell. I’ve compiled a list of active            
resources where you can earn your first cryptocurrency. They are          
listed in order of the easiest to the most difficult ways. 

Happy earning! 
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Learn and Earn 

Coinbase offers you the opportunity to earn up to $130 worth of            
cryptocurrency by learning about how they work. You watch video          
courses about specific digital assets and then you get some of it            
to play with. At the time of this publication, you can earn $20 in              
DAI, $50 in EOS, $50 in XLM and $10 in BAT to learn about those               
projects. Click here to get paid to take the courses. 

Faucets 

Farming free faucets is another easy way to earn cryptocurrency.          
However, it takes a fair bit of effort for small rewards. But if you’re              
trying to accumulate as much crypto as possible, and you have a            
lot of time on your hands, tapping faucets could be part of the mix. 

Faucets have been around since the beginning of Bitcoin.         
Bitcoin’s first lead developer Gavin Andresen ran a faucet that          
gave away a FULL bitcoin to visitors! These days, faucet websites           
give away cryptocurrency to get traffic. They are usually plastered          
with advertisements which make them more money than they give          
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out. They can appear scammy at first glance, but they do actually            
give out crypto. 

Additionally, most faucet sites also have affiliate/referral programs        
which pay you to you send traffic to their site through your affiliate             
link.  

Here are 12 faucets that you can tap: 

● CoinText - Our app CoinText has a faucet that gives you           
$.50 in free Bitcoin Cash (BCH). Get our SMS wallet, add a            
bit of BCH to it and then text the command CASH to our             
access number. Fifty cents is paid out only once to each new            
number using CoinText. 

● Bitcoin.com - Bitcoin.com gives away $.10/BCH for people        
who follow three steps; download their wallet, sign in through          
Google, and paste wallet address into faucet. 

● Ethereum Faucet - Simple faucet that gives away varying         
amounts of ETH every 60 minutes. You must visit the site           
and make claims at least once every 30 days or your           
account is closed and your coins are taken. 

● Bitcoin Aliens - Bitcoin Aliens has been around since 2014          
and has given away over 1090 BTC to people who download           
their apps and play their games. 

● Cointiply - Cointiply is a faucet that pays you extra to           
complete surveys and microtasks, and watch videos. 

● Bonus Bitcoin - Bonus Bitcoin is a free faucet with affiliate           
program that pays out up to 5000 satoshis every 15 minutes. 

● Moon Bitcoin - Moon Bitcoin is also a free faucet with a            
referral program. Both Bonus and Moon work in partnership         
with CoinPot microwallet. 
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● BitFun - BitFun is similar to Bitcoin Aliens where you play           
their games and earn crypto. 

● Free Bitcoin - Free Bitcoin is a faucet where you can win up             
to $300 every hour with INSTANT withdrawals. Affiliate        
program pays 50% of what your referrals make. 

Create Content  

If you are a content creator, there are several ways to earn            
cryptocurrency. Bloggers, podcasters, meme makers,     
photographers and videographers can all monetize by syndicating        
content to social media crypto platforms, through Patreon-like        
subscriptions or donations, adding crypto ad networks to your         
blog, or including affiliate links in your content. 

Here are a few resources to monetize your content with          
cryptocurrency: 

● Steemit - Steemit is a social blogging platform where you get           
paid when people upvote, comment, or share your original         
content. 

● SoMee - Somee is a new social media platform similar to           
Facebook where you can friend people and post anything         
from images to links back to articles on your blog. You earn            
ONG tokens for signing up and when users like or share           
your content. 

● Memo - Memo.Cash is a social network on the BCH 
blockchain. Users can tap their faucet, post memes and 
other content, and create their own BCH SLP tokens to tip 
with. 

● Twetch - Twitter-like social network built on BitcoinSV with 
native tipping. 
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● Bitbacker - Bitbacker is a crypto version of Patreon where 
podcasters and YouTubers can get PowerChats and offer 
bonus content to paid subscribers or donors in BTC, BCH 
and SMART. 

● Ad Networks - If you have your own website, you may           
consider ad networks like Coinzilla or BTC Clicks which act          
similarly to Google AdSense but pay you in crypto. The ads           
are usually focused on the cryptocurrency industry and it         
may be preferable to use your own affiliate links for some           
ads. 

Affiliate Marketing 

The crypto faucets and ad networks mostly run advertisements         
that are affiliate/referral programs that anyone can sign up for and           
promote. You can promote your affiliate link anywhere. Some         
Twitter influencers make a killing by simply including affiliate links          
to exchanges in their bio. Other affiliate marketers run ad          
campaigns or create content to promote the services. 

Here are a few of the best affiliate programs to earn           
cryptocurrency: 

● Coinbase - Leading US exchange Coinbase has a referral         
program that pays you $10 for every new customer you send           
them who buys at least $100 in crypto. Your referral also           
gets $10 in free crypto. 

● Binance - Binance is the largest international cryptocurrency        
exchange that offers a referral program that pays up to 40%           
commission on trading fees 

● Local Bitcoin - Local.Bitcoin.com is a peer-to-peer exchange        
where users can buy and sell Bitcoin Cash (BCH)         
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anonymously (without KYC/AML). Their affiliate program      
offers a perpetual commission on all trades from your         
referrals. 

● eToro - eToro is a well known online trading platform with           
seamless trading of over 1850 assets including 90        
cryptocurrencies. They have a good reputation and over 10         
million users. 

● Brave Browser - The Brave Browser is a privacy-focused         
Internet browser that has a built-in ad blocker and         
monetization. Affiliates can earn up to $7.50 in BAT tokens          
for referring people who use the browser for longer than 30           
days.  

● Gambling - There are several online gambling sites that pay          
referral commissions in cryptocurrency. Here are just a few:         
CloudBet, Bitcoin Penguin, and Bitcoin.com CashGames. 

Work for Crypto 

Working for cryptocurrency is as easy as having a wallet and           
asking to be paid for your services in cryptocurrency. Finding          
people willing to pay you in crypto is a bit more difficult. There are              
a few freelancing, microtasks, and bounty websites that help         
match freelancers with customers. Here’s a shortlist of those         
resources: 

● Bounties Alert - Bounties can be the easiest way to earn           
cryptocurrencies. They’re paid microtasks that are frequently       
used to market projects during the ICO phase. Some require          
mindless tasks like following a company on Twitter, sharing         
posts on Facebook, or simply holding the right crypto at the           
right time. 
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● ETHlance - Ethereum centric freelance website with various        
tasks and jobs. 

● Earn.com - Earn bitcoin by answering messages and        
completing tasks at Earn.com which is owned by Coinbase. 

● StormX - Gamified microtask platform for cryptocurrency       
enthusiasts. 

● CryptoJobs - Cryptocurrency job board with over 1500 jobs         
listed. 

● Toptal - Bitcoin freelance site mostly for developers. 
● CoinTelegraph Jobs - Jobs board for the cryptocurrency        

industry. Has positions for research, development,      
marketing, community managers and even COOs. 

Sell Products 

Selling physical products for cryptocurrency has never been        
easier. Many large ecommerce platforms offer cryptocurrency       
options for checkout. There are also some great point-of-sale         
plugins for listing products on blogs. And there are a few           
marketplace platforms that enable you to list items for sale for           
crypto. Here are a few resources to consider when aiming to sell            
physical products for cryptocurrency: 

● Craigslist - You can now list any item at Craigslist with a            
bitcoin/cryptocurrency category. 

● Shopify - Shopify is an all-in-one ecommerce platform that         
has several cryptocurrency checkout options. 

● WooCommerce - WooCommerce is the leading WordPress       
ecommerce extension which offers crypto checkout.  

● Coinbase Commerce - Coinbase Commerce has simple       
online point-of-sale (POS) tool for BTC, BCH, LTC and ETH. 
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● BitPay - Leading Bitcoin/Bitcoin Cash point-of-sale tool. 
● CoinPayments - Noncustodial online point of sale tool to         

accept multiple currencies that we use at Counter Markets. 
● Haven Privacy - New app by OpenBazaar that enables you          

to sell things for crypto in a private marketplace. 
● Forra - Ecommerce marketplace powered by blockchain       

technology. 
● Bitify - Ecommerce auction site where anyone can list         

products for crypto. It’s been around for a while but not much            
activity of late. 

● Purse - Purse.io is a marketplace where you can buy          
anything on Amazon for BTC or BCH. You can also accept           
BTC/BCH for purchasing items on Amazon for other buyers. 

Gambling 

Gambling at crypto casinos is not recommended, but there are          
provably fair games where you could win some satoshis. Also if           
you’re a competent poker player, you can make some crypto at           
Blockchain Poker and other poker sites. 

Trading  

Daytrading cryptocurrencies is another way to earn more bitcoins.         
This is not for the faint of heart, but forex trading has a good deal               
of skill and knowledge involved. Any trustworthy exchange can         
work for daytraders, but more professional daytraders may prefer         
trading on margin at BitMex. 

Mining 

You can earn cryptocurrency by mining it. However, it is difficult to            
recoup your investment if you don’t know what you’re doing.          
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Additionally, mining profitability is usually dependent on the price         
rising after you have mined your coins.  

You can mine cryptocurrency without buying and running        
equipment. This is called cloud mining. Cloud mining is a private           
and passive way to turn government money into cryptocurrency.         
Genesis Mining and Bitcoin.com mining are two cloud mining         
products worth exploring. 

Build Crypto Tools 

Perhaps the most advantageous way to earn cryptocurrency is to          
learn to code and develop useful tools that collect a fee in            
cryptocurrency. This is our primary strategy with CoinText being         
our first consumer app. We’re currently working on a new          
groundbreaking product that changes the game. 

If you want to get on the fast track and learn to code from our               
co-founder Vin Armani, check out his course at        
CodeFromGo.com. 

Staking, Masternodes and Earning Interest  

Staking, masternodes and lending crypto is a relatively easy,         
passive way to earn more cryptocurrency. However, it can take a           
lot of capital to participate in certain staking and masternode          
schemes.  

Staking - There are digital assets that you can earn interest from            
staking your coins to help secure proof-of-stake networks. Here is          
a good resource to get started. 

Masternodes - Running masternodes is a little more complicated         
than staking coins in a desktop client wallet. DASH is one of the             
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more prominent cryptocurrencies that offers around 7% return on         
masternodes. You’ll need 1,000 DASH to set up a node. If you            
don’t have that much capital, you can invest in shared          
masternodes through WeStake. 

Interest - You can earn up to 8.6% interest on your crypto savings             
at BlockFi. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

Bitcoin prices continued to slide downward for the first half of last            
month. We began around the $8200 level, and by mid-month had           
fallen all the way to $7500. Prices stabilized at that level for about             
1 day, then immediately shot higher to $9600 in a matter of hours.             
Since then we’ve bounced around between $9200 and $9600,         
with prices currently coming in around $9350.  

The sharp move higher from $7500 looks promising for higher          
prices going forward. The move was prompted by some positive          
comments coming from Chinese government officials, as they        
discussed their support of Bitcoin’s underlying ledger technology.        
China took notice shortly after the move and cautioned traders to           
remain rational, and stated that their endorsement of blockchain         
technology does not necessarily equate to an endorsement of         
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cryptocurrency itself. Regardless, the crypto market has viewed        
the Chinese government's comments as highly positive.  

We also have some news driving prices higher as more          
speculators are jumping in. The latest headlines are all about the           
Bitocin halving that’s coming up. Mining rewards are getting cut          
from 12.5 BTC to 6.25 BTC. This reduced reward, combined with           
the ongoing increase in demand, is likely to cause a supply           
shortage of BTC. Whether it’s enough to warrant a large run-up in            
prices remains to be seen, but the last couple halving events have            
corresponded with significant moves higher in Bitcoin.  

At a basic level there are two ways to accumulate Bitcoin: you can             
mine for it, or purchase it directly from an exchange. The mining            
supply is about to be cut in half by 50%, so any new unsatisfied              
demand will now need to be met with added purchases on the            
exchanges. While there are never any guarantees with Bitcoin, it          
certainly seems like the event could drive prices higher, especially          
if traders are piling in and draining supply in anticipation of it.  

We also have news with regards to Facebook and its Libra           
project. PayPal has jumped ship, stating they are no longer          
involved in the project. Soon after – Stripe, Mastercard, Visa, and           
eBay decided to pull out as well. This is definitely a big blow for              
Libra, as the coalition of backers consisted of just about every big            
name out there. Plans to move forward are continuing despite          
these participants backing out, and the prices of Bitcoin don’t          
seem to be greatly affected by any setbacks, which is reassuring           
to see. Congress and the US Treasury Secretary have their sights           
set on Libra for sure, though, as they view it as a threat to the US                
dollar. Going forward we can expect them to come at it with            
everything they’ve got.  

Additionally, the Bakkt trading platform is showing signs of         
growth, as a record 224 contracts cleared on a single day in early             
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Oct. This is a very new Bitcoin futures trading platform, which had            
a rather underwhelming launch last month, and has been         
repeatedly blamed for Bitcoin’s most recent decline to $7500.         
While volume has been lower than expected, it’s nice to see           
things picking up here as institutional confidence is being built.  

With the recent price floor set at $7500, and sharp bounce up to             
the mid-$9000s, the picture remains quite bullish for Bitcoin. For          
those of you who don’t own any, we suggest using Coinbase to            
take your first position. Be careful with your position sizing; don’t           
invest more than you’re comfortable losing. Also expect major         
volatility, with possible price swings of 50% or more in a matter of             
days.  

 

Silver Update 

 

Silver prices moved up slightly last month, beginning the month          
around the $17.50 level, and ending it around $18.10 today.          
Prices stayed relatively flat all the way until late October, and then            
moved higher the last few days of the month. Overall, it was a             
pretty calm month for precious metals, as gold stayed pretty flat           
for October as well. The current price action is still being viewed            
as consolidation and a breather from the sharp move up we saw            
in July-September. Precious metals markets move rather slowly,        
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and it will take some time for the markets to stabilize and put in a               
new support level before we can break out to new highs again.  

One interesting note from last month is that silver is still           
outperforming gold. Gold ended up down slightly last month, while          
silver managed about a 3% gain on the month. We’ve covered the            
gold-to-silver ratio in the past couple of issues, as it was near a             
historic high at 89 just three months ago. Today we’re at 84, so             
we’re coming off the extreme a little, but we’ve still got a long way              
to go back to the historical average of 60. 

Looking at the interest rates, we have back-to-back rate cuts from           
the Federal Reserve now, and signals that more rate cuts may be            
on the way. Each rate cut has corresponded to a price spike in             
both gold and silver. Lower interest rates tend to correspond to           
higher inflation, which drives money managers to increase their         
holdings of precious metals, as their value can’t be inflated away           
the same way that US dollars can.  

Another effect of the rate cuts has been a spike in equities prices.             
The Dow and S&P 500 just recently closed at new all-time highs,            
and we’re now hearing of a resolution deal between the US and            
China, which could put an end to the recent trade war. With all the              
picture perfect economic data coming in, investors are likely to          
ignore gold and silver until some inevitable turmoil flares up.  

One thing to make note of with regards to silver, price isn’t            
necessarily determined the way gold is. Gold is held in a vault by             
money managers, and hoarded by central banks, governments,        
and wealthy people. Almost 100% of the demand for gold comes           
from these groups. Silver isn’t purchased by central banks; in fact,           
only about 20% of the demand for silver comes from investors           
and traders. The other 80% comes from actual use of the metal in             
everything from solar panels, to cars, computers, bandages,        
water treatment systems, and more. So, as economic activity         
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increases around the world, demand for silver in a variety of           
applications should grow as well.  

Investor demand tends to play catch-up to silver prices. According          
to the US Mint, demand for silver is low – pretty much dead,             
actually. Sales over the past 3 years are down about 50%           
compared to the years before that. People just aren’t buying silver           
like they used to, as the price action has been so disappointing            
lately. Ironically, this is actually the time when people should be           
buying and hoarding silver, as prices are best when nobody else           
wants the asset. Unfortunately, most investors won’t buy any         
silver until after the price has already moved up, as that’s what it             
will take to get them interested.  

As we stated last month, all the elements are in place for a             
significant move higher in silver. Commercial demand, historical        
extremes, interest rate cuts, and now we can add lack of demand            
to that list, which could be the best clue of all that we’re headed              
for higher prices. Like any investment, the best time to get in is             
before the crowd arrives, and for silver that time is now.  

For those of you who have been waiting to take a position in             
silver, this is a great opportunity. Prices have come off of recent            
highs, and For those of you who don’t own any silver, you can find              
great prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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